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Tastes Like Chicken is a common phrase heavily used to describe food (and in some cases any consumable) with the taste of
poultry.Since poultry is a popular .... It's an old joke — if you can't describe a flavor, say it “tastes like chicken.” But chicken
wasn't always synonymous with generic. Chicken used to .... It tastes like chicken” — only to find out that, of course, it didn't
always taste like chicken at all. But all kidding aside, some foods really do taste like .... Mark Wayne: Everything tastes like
chicken, you notice that? Frog legs, snakes... even rabbits taste like chicken. In the Stargate movie, Daniel has this opinion of ....
The earliest known documentation of the phrase "Tastes like chicken" is in The Log of Christopher Columbus, describing the
first time he and his group tried .... Quick and easy comfort food vegan recipes using easy to find ingredients.. "Tastes like
chicken" is a declaration used when trying to describe the flavor of an unusual food. The expression has been used so often in
popular culture that it .... Industrial chicken in the United States is distinct in that it lacks taste. Americans tend to prefer white
meat, and as a result, chickens destined for the table are .... The Tastes Like Chicken trope as used in popular culture. Alice is
trying to get Bob to eat a new meal that people don't usually eat. When Bob finally gives …. Contrary to popular belief, people
do not taste like pork or chicken." Unfortunately it turned out to be a spoof, so "sweet soft beef" is a dubious .... The field of
culinary evolution faces one great dilemma: why do most cooked, exotic meats taste like cooked Gallus gallus, the domestic
chicken? It is curious .... "Tastes like chicken" is a declaration used when trying to describe the flavor of an unusual food. The
expression has been used so often in popular culture that it .... We asked experts for insight into what tearing into a rack of
Tyrannosaur ribs would be like, from a flavor and texture perspective, and it doesn't .... Which tastes better: a mass-produced
organic chicken, a factory-farmed inmate or a true pastured chicken?. A common phrase relatin to every strange meat dish ever
tasting somewhat like the popular poultry.. Just like fine wine, there are heritage chickens that make eating a meal truly worthy
of the name feast.. Plant-Based Chicken That Actually Pulls and Tastes Like Chicken Is ... that don't necessarily taste like
chicken, but appeal in their own way.. Q&A: 'A chicken worth eating tastes like a chicken that had a life worth living'. Read
more. Blocks before you reach the market, you can hear it .... "Tastes like chicken" is a declaration used when trying to describe
the flavor of an unusual food. The expression has been used so often in popular culture that it .... Is this just some massive
running gag in the entertainment industry, or is it really true that chicken tastes like lizard, moose, giraffe, three-toed ...
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